PEO VISION | Provider of Choice for Adaptive Training and Testing Environments to Optimize Solder Performance

PEO MISSION | Develop, Acquire and Sustain Simulation, Training, Testing and Modeling Solutions to Achieve Army Readiness

1.0 Align portfolio to support Force 2025 and Testing Priorities
   - 1.1 Develop a Training & Testing Portfolio LIRA to enhance Army readiness
     - Use LIRA affordability to inform POM and WSR
   - 1.2 Evolve the portfolio to meet ITE/STE/FHTE-LS and ILTE requirements
     - Maintain excellence in Training and Testing Instrumentation
     - Support Cyber defense and training requirements
   - 1.3 Implement management controls to stabilize and ensure program health
     - Implement and institutionalize the CSB process
     - Conduct annual PMRs for all Programs
     - Rigorously monitor funds execution; exercise BTR authority
     - Improve and manage our contract oversight activities

2.0 Field Compliant Capabilities
   - 2.1 Ensure Cybersecurity, Program Protection and Property Accountability
     - Comply with PPP requirements
     - Comply with Cybersecurity Compliance
     - Comply with Property Accountability requirements
     - Implement Cyber Security Training Strategy

3.0 Shape the Workforce to deliver Capabilities aligned to Army Priorities
   - 3.1 Enhance a positive work environment by establishing a mentoring and counseling program
   - 3.2 Emphasize skills leading to disciplined efficiency and responsiveness
     - Uphold EEO/Merit principles in all personnel actions
     - Emphasize certification and CLP achievement standards
     - Define and implement processes to analyze workforce composition, skills, knowledge, abilities and monitor to meet future needs

Secure resources: human, financial, facilities and technology to meet objectives.